Public Service Socialization
Simply, Public Service Socialization is the introduction of market mechanisms into public services. It is equal to change the provision ways ofpublic services and public goods provided by government departments or state-owned enterprises.By socialization, government will use of force in society --"the third sector" to provide public services and public goods to the public.The public servicesocialization break the monopoly of government in public services and goods, allowing " the third sector" to compete in the supply of public services, so that can combine the advantages of the government's authority and market organic to improve the efficiency and quality of public services. 
Situation in China

Fair Competition
Competition is a fundamental way to improve the economic efficiency of public services. In the past, 
Changing Thoughts of Government
The thoughts of government need further 
The Benefits for Public Service Socialization
Since the founding of the People Republic of China till the reform and opening up, the planned economy lead the Chinese society. In the public service realm, government takes the majority of responsibilities.
This kind of system makes a huge burden for government and leads to the expansion of the governmental agencies as well as financial burden to the whole nation. From 1980s, developed countries like the UK and U.S.A tried to use the socialized public services, which encourage the social strength to provide the public services and public goods and the governments purchase for them. As a new sort of public service system, the socialization of public service makes many benefits for the entirely society and the management of nation.
Transfer theGovernment Functions
The core to transfer the government functions is the implementation of socialized public service. After the implementation of the separation between in a particular or certain aspects of the management of public affairs. The usual way for this is the government takes the responsible for providing the goods and services, the third sectorshave deals with governmental to implement.
Government Financial Assistance
The There are also some ways like governmental equity, grant concession etc. can be used or have been used in the socialization of public services.
Conclusions
As Chinese government start to promote the construction of service-oriented governments these years, the socialization of public service will become a tendency in China. Since the socialized public service system becomes a mainstream all over the world, it would be a good choice for public management reform. In China, the socialist market economy system is improving and the development of economy is becoming better. The responsibility of government will be focus more on the macroeconomic regulation and market management. 
Ways to Promote Public Service Socialization
There are many way to promote public service socialization and some of them also gained success after the implementation in developed countries. But due to the difference of national conditions they are not all suitable for China especially the socialist market economy system we have. In China, the ways to promote public service socialization can use as following:
The Public Management Contract
Public Management Contract is refer to the deal that the government has with the enterprises, the third sector or other organizations to supply the public services and public goods. This way can be used for the supplement of public goods, such as the construction of infrastructures and public projects.
This kind of goods has the character with normative economics of natural monopoly products. And some parts of public services realm like park and library management, the supplement of water, the legal services etc.
The Public ManagementCommission
Public Management Commission refers to a kind of legal acts the administrative executive and the organization (within its terms of reference) entrust the enterprise, community organization or third sector society will take these responsibilities gradually.
Although this may take a long time for Chinese government to change the public service system from administration to socialization, this is definitely a better choice for the construction and reform of Chinese government.
